Accurate channel state information (CSI) acquisition is indispensable for mmWave massive MIMO systems to perform sophisticated signal processing. The existing channel estimation methods such as beam training and compressed sensing either have low accuracy or require considerably high training overhead. To achieve a fast yet accurate channel estimation, we propose a parallel hierarchical multibeam search method in this paper. Unlike the existing beam search methods, which search multipath components (MPCs) one by one, the proposed method searches all the MPCs simultaneously by scanning all the beam pairs with MPCs in each layer of codebook in parallel. Therefore, the beam search of different MPCs does not interfere with each other. To improve the estimation accuracy and reduce the beam training overhead, the length of each training sequence under different codebook layers and different SNR is obtained by beam detection. Moreover, we particularly design an optimal beam pattern synthesis codebook for the hierarchical multi-beam search by using the design method of digital filter, which is applicable in other hierarchical search methods as well. Simulation results show that the proposed codebook is superior to other codebooks and the proposed multi-beam search method has higher channel estimation accuracy, but requires less training overhead, compared with the state-of-the-art alternatives.
I. INTRODUCTION
Millimeter-wave (mmWave) communication has drawn much attention in recent years for its abundant frequency resource and considered as the key technology of the next-generation mobile communication systems [1] , [2] . Com-pared with microwave signals, however, mmWave signal transmission may suffer from serious path loss, penetration loss and rain fading, which limits the transmission distance and the coverage of mmWave communication systems [2] , [3] . Fortunately, the shorter wavelength of mmWave makes base station (BS) and mobile station (MS) can pack large-scale antenna array into a small space such that beamforming/combining technology can be utilized to improve the coverage of the systems. Since large antenna arrays are employed at both BS and MS, only a limited number of The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zhenyu Xiao . radio-frequency (RF) chains can be supported in mmWave massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems due to the power consumption and prohibitive cost of such chains [4] , [5] . Consequently, a hybrid analog and digital precoding/combining architecture is proposed to perform multistream data transmission [5] , [6] .
As in the conventional MIMO systems, accurate channel state information (CSI) acquisition is essential to realize the sophisticated signal processing in mmWave MIMO systems such as precoding/combining at BS/MS [7] . Subject to the hybrid analog/digital architecture and the mmWave MIMO channel, however, conventional channel estimation methods developed for fully digital MIMO systems do not apply to mmWave massive MIMO systems [8] , [9] . First of all, digital baseband do not have direct access to all antennas due to the small number of RF chains, which makes it difficult to estimate accurate high-dimensional MIMO channel matrices. Furthermore, the low signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) caused by excessive path loss at mmWave frequencies prior to beam-forming complicates the channel estimation, and the high-dimensional channel matrix associated with the antenna array also results in complex channel estimation [3] , [9] .
There are many channel estimation approaches for mmWave massive MIMO systems such as array signal processing [10] - [12] , compressive sensing (CS) [13] - [16] and hierarchical beam search [17] - [29] . Among them, hierarchical beam search is a useful approach and employed in IEEE standards like 802.11ad [17] and 802.15.3c [18] due to its advantages in low complexity and pilot overhead. Generally, BS and MS iteratively search for the beam pair that maximizes the link SNR in the approach, which only acquires a single dominate path of the channel. Therefore, it is usually used for beam alignment [19] , [20] and initial access [21] . Naturally, in the hierarchical multi-beam search, beam training searches the desired beam pairs one by one based on the predesigned hierarchical codebooks. After acquiring the best beam pairs associated with each path, the corresponding path gains can be estimated accurately so that the channel matrix can be reconstructed [22] .
However, it is not trivial to utilize the hierarchical multibeam search to estimate the mmWave massive MIMO channel with multipath components (MPCs). The first problem to be solved is to design an excellent codebook that can greatly reduce the interference between paths. In [13] , an adaptive CS was proposed, where a hierarchical multi-beam search was used to search the channel paths one by one. Due to the poor performance of the codebook, however, the successful probability of beam alignment is not high, which severely reduces the accuracy of channel estimation. To improve the performance of beam search methods, the sub-array method is employed to design a hierarchical codebook by using the idea of beam broadening for effective adaptive beam alignment [23] , [24] . In [24] , a phase-shifted DFT (PS-DFT) multi-resolution codebook based on maximum constant beam gain criterion was proposed, and an adaptive multilayer beam alignment method was proposed to obtain maximum transmission rate. Reference [19] transformed the optimal codebook design problem into an optimization problem with constraints, and designed a hierarchical codebook with maximum main-lobe gain, minimum side-lobe gain, and minimum main-lobe ripple. Unfortunately, these two methods either require too many RF chains or have high computational complexity.
According to the number of RFs, Xiao et al. designed the single-RF-chain and the Widened via Multi-RF-chain Subarray (BMW-MS) hierarchical codebooks and proposed an iterative multi-beam search algorithm with linear complexity [25] - [27] . The algorithm iteratively searches the codebook of BS and the codebook of MS and greatly improves the efficiency of beam search. Simulation results show that the two codebooks are superior to the existing alternatives at that time in terms of the success rate of path search and the proposed beam search has lower training overhead. To further improve the accuracy of channel estimation, a multi-path decomposition and recovery (MDR) approach which combines the advantage of hierarchical beam search and CS is proposed in [28] . Since a real MPC can be decomposed into several virtual MPCs, all the real MPCs are recovered from the virtual MPCs acquired by using the hierarchical search method based on the proposed enhanced sub-arrays codebook. Subsequently, channel estimation is performed by the CS method such as the classic orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm [14] . Different from the hierar-chical search based on static codebook, a dynamic codebook beam search method is proposed in [29] for multiple path search. This method first designs a generalized hierarchical codebook, and then removes the contribution of estimated MPCs from the previous codebook to update the codebook dynamically. The performance of this method is better, while it has high computational complexity because of the frequent updating of the codebook.
To our best knowledge, almost all existing hierarchical multi-beam search methods adopt successive search which searches multipath one by one. In these methods, the contribution of the former acquired MPCs should be sub-tracted from the received signal during the search of each MPC. Due to the noise and the imperfection of codebook, accurate path information (angles and corresponding gains) cannot be obtained completely. If the former MPCs cannot be accurately estimated, there would be a residual inter-ference which will dramatically affect the estimation of current MPC [28] , [29] . Moreover, the decrease of channel estimation accuracy caused by this error propagation is more significant with the increase of the number of searched paths, especially when the SNR is low and the path gain is small. Besides, the quality of the designed codebook directly affects the estimation accuracy of the channel. Beam synthesis technology can be used in codebook design to improve the accuracy of channel estimation, which can design near-optimal codebook very simply by using common digital filter design methods.
In this paper, we propose a parallel hierarchical multi-beam search (HMBS) method for channel estimation in mmWave massive MIMO systems. Unlike the existing works which use successive hierarchical multi-beam search, the proposed parallel HMBS method can search out the beam pairs of existing paths in each layer, which makes no inter-ference between the paths and improves the accuracy of channel estimation greatly. After beam scanning at each layer of a codebook, it is necessary to find the effective codeword pairs so that all paths fall into the joint coverage of effective codeword pairs. However, there is a training-throughput tradeoff in the channel estimation and data transmission [30] . Choosing too many effective codewords will greatly increase the beam training overhead, while too little of beam training overhead will affect the accuracy of channel estimation. For this reason, we use the beam detection method and maximum beam pair number restriction to manage beam pairs. Furthermore, to improve the channel estimation accuracy, we design an optimal beam pattern synthesis (OBPS) codebook with a few RF by using the digital signal processing method. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• To improve the accuracy of channel estimation, a parallel HMBS method is proposed for mmWave massive MIMO systems. The method utilizes the parallel path search to eliminate interference caused by the estimation errors of former MPCs.
• As pointed out in [31] , [32] , compared with the ex-haustive beam search method, the hierarchical beam search with fixed training length has a higher beam misalignment probability under the same training overhead.
To reduce training overhead and improve the accuracy of channel estimation, we propose an adaptive beam training scheme for the proposed parallel HMBS method. In this adaptive scheme, the training sequence length is obtained according to the performance of beam detection, which ensures the probability of beam detection and reduces the training length.
• An OBPS codebook is designed for the proposed parallel HMBS method. We transform the optimal code-book design problem into an FIR digital filter design problem and design the initial codewords of each codebook layer by using the Chebyshev approximation theory. Finally, the OBPS codebook is obtained by using beam rotation. The proposed codebook also applies to other hierarchical beam search methods. The simulation results show that the OBPS codebook designed in this paper is closer to the optimal codebook and can improve the beam search success rate. Furthermore, using the predesigned codebook, the proposed parallel multi-beam search method has a higher success rate and can greatly improve the channel estimation accuracy. By using an adaptive beam training scheme, the proposed beam search can greatly reduce training overhead while ensuring the success rate of beam search and channel estimation accuracy at medium and high SNR.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The system model and problem formulation are introduced in section II. In section III, we propose the hierarchical multi-beam search method for channel estimation. The hierarchical multi-resolution codebook is designed in IV. In section V, the performance evaluations of the proposed method are shown. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI.
Notation: Throughout our discussion, lowercase boldface letters indicate vector and uppercase boldface letters indicate matrix; I denotes the identity matrix; (·) T , (·) H , (·) −1 and (·) * stand for the transport, conjugate transport, matrix inversion, and conjugate, respectively. E {·} is expectation operation. A F and [A] i,j represent Frobenius norm and the i-th row and the j-th column element of matrix A. |·| c denotes the cardinality of a set.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION A. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a point-to-point mmWave massive MIMO system with hybrid digital-analog precoding/combining architecture, where the BS equipped with a uniform line array (ULA) of N BS antennas and N RF RFs communicates with a single MS equipped with a ULA of M MS antennas and M RF RFs [13] . BS and MS simultaneously transmit/receive data packets via N S and M S streams at each time slot, respectively. Without losing generality, we have N S ≤ N RF and M S ≤ M RF . In the analog domain, the phase shifter networks are adopted for beamforming, which have constant-amplitude constraints in the analog precoding and combining matrix.
To acquire the CSI of the mmWave MIMO channel, joint beam training should be carried out at BS and MS. In the beam training stage at each layer of the codebooks, training sequences that are orthogonal to each other are transmitted through N S different directions at BS. The overall set of the transmitted sequences can be arranged into a matrix S, where the i-th row contains the training sequence transmitted over the i-th direction. Assuming that all training sequences have equal power, especially if we take each training symbol as 1, we have S = [I N S , · · · , I N S ] ∈ C N S ×N S L S when a single beam scanning mode is performed [14] . If multi-beam scanning is adopted [28] , [34] , the orthogonal sequence matrix S ∈ C N S ×L S should satisfy SS H = L S I N S . 1 Assuming that the channel is a narrowband block-fading channel, the received signal at the MS can be expressed as [13] , [33] 
where P represents the average transmit power and N is a complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) matrix with independent complex entries. The Hybrid precoder F (F RF , F BB ) is composed of a digital precoder F BB ∈ C N RF ×N S and an analog precoder F RF Since the number of scattering in millimeter-wave channel is limited, the geometric multipath channel model is widely adopted to describe millimeter-wave MIMO channel. Suppose that the channel is narrow-band and slowly varying, the channel matrix can be expressed as [7] , [28] 
where L is the number of paths, α is the complex gain of the -th path, a BS (N BS , ϕ ) and a MS (M MS , θ ) represent the 1 In the single beam scanning mode, the number of symbol transmission is N S L S , because only a single training symbol can be transmitted each time. In the multi-beam scanning mode, however, the transmitter can transmit N S training symbols simultaneously, so the number of transmissions is L S . Therefore, the multi-beam training method can greatly reduce the training overhead.
steering vectors of the -th path with the spatial angle of departure (AoD) ϕ at BS and the spatial angle of arrival (AoA) θ at MS, respectively. For a N -element ULA at BS or MS, the normalized steering vector a(N , ψ) with spatial angle ψ is given by [7] a(N , ψ)
Defining the physical angle ∈ −π 2, π 2 of one path, the spatial angle ψ can be expressed as ψ = d λ sin( ), where d denotes the antenna spacing and λ denotes the wave-length of operation. In order to simplify the notation, we consider BS and MS implementing 1-D antenna array and the extension to 2-D antenna array is straightforward.
B. PROBLEM FORMULATION
According to the geometric millimeter wave MIMO channel model in (2) , it is known that estimating the millimeter wave MIMO channel H is equivalent to estimating the different parameters of the L paths, i.e. the special angle pairs {(θ , ϕ )} =1:L and the corresponding gain coefficients {α } =1:L . In the traditional beam training based channel estimation, it is natural to search L MPCs one by one through hierarchical multi-beam search, which can be called sequential hierarchical multi-beam search based channel estimation approach [13] , [27] , [28] . The beam search for each path starts from the lower layer of codebook with broad beam coverage for each codeword to the highest codebook layer with the highest resolution. After one path is searched, the search for the next path repeats the former search process until all path searches are completed.
In this approach, however, error propagation seriously affects the accuracy of channel estimation. To be specific, the contribution of previously estimated MPCs needs to be subtracted from the received signal during the search of each MPC. Since the estimation error of the angle and path gain of each path is inevitable, it will interfere with subsequent MPC estimation. Suppose that there are L f estimated MPCs have been acquired and the estimated channel matrix can be reconstructed aŝ
Then in the search of the (L f + 1)-th MPC, after path interference cancellation, the received signal by utilizing precoder f k,i and combiner w k,j at the k-th codebook layer can be expressed as
where
is the cumulative channel estimation error matrix. If the AoAs/AoDs and path gain coefficients in each path are accurately estimated, error matrix E , = 1, · · · , L will be small. Otherwise, the search of the current path will be dramatically affected by the residual interference. Besides, previously searched paths have larger gains than later paths. Small errors in former MPCs estimation could lead to significant errors for the later MPCs estimation. Therefore, the accurate estimation of each MPC needs to be improved for hierarchical multi-beam search based channel estimation method.
III. HIERARCHICAL MULTI-BEAM SEARCH BASED CHANNEL ESTIMATION
In this section, we propose a parallel hierarchical multibeam search method for channel estimation. In the beam training of low layer of codebooks, multiple paths are indistinguishable within the beam coverage. We need to find out the desired codewords corresponding to the beam pairs containing MPCs. With the increase of the number of training codebook layers, the training beam width becomes narrower so that the paths can be asymptotically distinguished. Without loss of generality, we assume that all paths can be resolved at the highest layer of the codebook. Based on the idea of path hierarchical decomposition, a parallel hierarchical beam search method is proposed. The method divides beam training into the intra-layer scanning and the inter-layer scanning. In intra-layer scanning, BS and MS scan the candidate codeword pairs which are used for beam training one by one, and the effective codeword pairs whose paths fall into the corresponding beam coverage are obtained by using the beam detection algorithm at MS. The inter-layer scanning is to perform beam scanning layer-bylayer up to highest codebook layer so as to obtain the angular information of channel.
In single beam scanning mode, transceiver scans the whole candidate codeword pairs one by one. In order to further improve the efficiency of beam search, multi-beam scanning mode which takes advantage of the ability of multi-stream hybrid analogy-digital architecture to scan multiple directions simultaneously can be utilized [33] . In each time slot, BS utilizes the precoder consisting of N S codewords to transmit the training sequences over N S sections simultaneously. At the same time, the MS receives the transmitted signals from M S spatial directions simultaneously as well. The beam search process at the receiver is shown in Fig. 1 for the case with N S = M S = 2. Since multiple effective codeword pairs need to be obtained simultaneously in intra-layer scanning of each layer codebook, we will adopt beam detection to select effective codewords instead of maximum energy criterion.
A. BEAM DETECTION
In the parallel hierarchical search method, beam scanning at each layer of codebook allows multiple paths to be searched. Therefore, unlike traditional successive hierarchical beam search method, we need to use the beam detection method to identify the effective codewords pairs and reduce the search overhead because the number of effective codewords pairs is unknown before beam scanning.
Defining the set of actual paths as L p = {(θ , ϕ )} =1,··· ,L , the set of the paths falling into the joint beam coverage of precoder F and combiner W is denoted as
where the operation × represents the Cartesian product. SA (F) denotes the beam coverage of the precoder F. The beam detection problem can be described as a binary detection problem, which can be expressed as follows P0:
where H 0 and H 1 represent the hypothesis that MPCs locate outside and within of SA (F) × SA (W), respectively. According to the system model (1), after match-filtering with training sequences C = 1 L S S H , the received signals can be expressed as
Since each column of the precoding matrix and combining matrix can be designed as codeword pair, the received signal corresponding to the codeword pair (f i , w j ) is
where i = 1, 2, · · · , N S and j = 1, 2, · · · , M S , f i and w j are the i-th and the j-th columns of the precoding matrix F and combining matrix W which are selected from the codebooks F and W, respectively. In the absence of noise, the best codeword pairs with MPCs in the beam coverage can be identified reliably. However, the received signals are contaminated by noise, which has a harmful effect on the selection of the best codeword pairs. According to (9) , the received signal x can be rewritten as
, ϕ )f represent the array gains associating to the -th path of MS and BS, respectively. For convenience, the subscription is omitted. The statistical information of received signals x depends on random parameters α, θ and ϕ. Denoting noise z = w H Nc we have the variance
Due to C H C = 1 L S SC = 1 L S I, thus we have
where w 2 2 = 1 is satisfied in the designed codebook. This means that the SNR of the receiver is inversely proportional to the length of the training sequence. In order to ensure the accuracy of channel estimation, it is necessary to increase the length of training sequence without exceeding the maximum training overhead.
Since the sidelobe gains are very small such as 20 dB in our designed codebook which is presented in the IV, it is reasonable to consider the constant array gain model with zero side lobe gain and minimum main lobe gain 2 which can 2 After the completion of codebook design, we can get the maximum beam gains of codewords in different codebook layers. Usually, the well-known 3dB beam width is used as beam width [25] . Therefore, 1 √ 2 times of the maximum beam gain can be taken as the minimum main lobe gain √ C i . be expressed as [24] |g
(10) can be converted to
where 
where H 0 and H 1 represent the hypothesis that MPCs locate outside and within of SA (w)×SA (f), respectively. According to Neyman-Person (NP) criterion [27] , [34] , the optimal detector can be obtained by the logarithmic likelihood ratio of the received signal as follows
where 0 is the threshold of the NP detector designed based on the predetermined false-alarm probability.
Since the number of the effective paths |L eff | c and the path gains α are unknown in a prior, the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of α isα = x √ PC BS C MS . Thus the NP detector can be expressed as
Since it is difficult to obtain the expression of detection probability in the case of unknown channel gains, the falsealarm probability rather than the missed detection probability is utilized for beam detection. Under the hypothesis H 0 , the probability density function (PDF) of the statistic T (x) is independent of the path gains, and the decision threshold is calculated directly under given false alarm probability. Besides, since x σ z ∼ CN (0, 1) under hypothesis H 0 , statistic T (x) obeys Chi-square distribution, and its cumulative function (CDF) is F(y) = 1 − e −y . Therefore, the false-alarm probability can be expressed as
As a result, we have detection threshold 0 = − ln(P fa ). Next, we will design a channel estimation method based on hierarchical multi-beam search by using the beam detection threshold.
B. HIERARCHICAL MULTI-BEAM SEARCH BASED CHANNEL ESTIMATION
Before beam training, the corresponding hierarchical codebooks should be designed in advance. According to the design criteria of hierarchical codebook proposed in [25] , the union of the beam coverage of all the codewords within each layer of codebook should cover the whole spatial angular domain interval [−1, 1] uniformly. Furthermore, the beam coverage of each codeword within a layer should be covered completely by multiple codewords within the next layer. In order to illustrate the structure of the codebook, we introduce the codeword block, which contains the codewords that the corresponding joint beam covers the beam corresponding to the codeword in the previous layer of the codebook. In the hybrid architecture, each codeword in the codebooks consists of an analog precoding matrix and a digital precoding vector. For example, the i-th codeword of the m-th codeword block in the k-th layer of the codebook W can be denoted as w ( A codebook with the number of antennas N and the number of RFs B can be designed as shown in the Fig 2. We assume that the relationship between N and B satisfies B K −1 S = N , where K is the number of codebook layers and S is the number of codewords of each codewords block in the last layer. The existing codebook design methods require that the number of antennas is an exponential multiple of the number of RFs, i.e. N = B K [20] , [28] . This assumption reduces the requirement for the number antennas. To realize multi-beam scanning, we define the composite codeword of the hybrid precoding matrix or the hybrid combining matrix as
where B equals S at the other codebook layers. Note that in the composite codeword, all digital precoding vectors share an analog precoding matrix because all RF chains share the same analog phase-shifting network in the hybrid structure. The structure of the composite codebook is shown in the shadow of the Fig. 2 . Let C k−1 , where k = 1, · · · , K − 1, denotes the index set of effective codewords in the beam training stage of the (k − 1)-th layer codebook, which can be mathematically expressed as
which means that there is at least one path falls within the beam coverage of the codeword w (k−1,u,v) . Then the index pair set of the effective codeword pairs that are the codeword pairs corresponding to paths can be expressed as
The index pair set of effective composite codewords pair and the index pair set of candidate codewords pair which are used for beam training are
and
respectively. By using the effective composite codewords pair F k,m , W k,n ∈ F k,m , W k,n (m, n) ∈ T BS,k × T MS,k to perform multi-beam training at BS and MS, after matchfiltering, the received signal corresponding to the codeword pair f (k,m,i) , w (k,n,j) is
where i = 1, 2, · · · , N S and j = 1, 2, · · · , M S . By using beam detection, the index pair set of effective codeword pairs is
After scanning the highest layer codebook, the MS can calculate the path gains based on the effective codeword pairs. Assume that the set of the effective codeword pairs is (f (K ,m,i) , w (K ,n,j) ) ((m, i), (n, j)) ∈ C BS,K × C MS,K , then the estimated path gain which located within the coverage of the effective codeword pair (f (K ,m,i) , w (K ,n,j) ) isα
Thus, the estimated channel matrix can be reconstructed asĤ
Since the codewords at the highest layer of codebook have angular resolution of 2 N BS or 2 M MS , the estimated channel has a power leakage, which results in a large error in the estimated CSI. In order to reduce the estimation error, the virtual path synthesis method proposed in [28] is used. For arbitrary angular steering vector, the set of orthogonal base can provide a very simple (but approximate) decomposition [35] . The steering vector a BS (N BS , θ ) and a MS (N MS , ϕ ) can be expressed as linear combination of the two sets of orthogonal bases shown as
Therefore, the channel matrix can be expressed as
where λ ,i,j = a ,i b ,j , a ,i and b ,j are projection coeffi- 
where I and J presents the -th element in set I and J , and the coefficient λ l,i,j can be calculated as
According to (5) , the received signal corresponding to the codeword pair (f i , w j ) can be expressed as
This means that the observations include both of the path observations that fall within and fall outside the beam coverage. If the beam corresponding to the designed codeword has sidelobe and transition band, which means that the beam gain has |g i (ϑ)| = 0, ϑ / ∈ SA (p), the received signal has path interference introduced by the paths falling outside the beam coverage. This path interference generates a false alarm for beam detection, which may increase the number of false paths. As a result, the training overhead of path search will be dramatically increased.
A straightforward way to solve this problem is to design a codebook with low sidelobe gain and narrow transition band. Due to the hybrid architecture of the transceiver and the limited number of elements of antenna array, however, it is rather difficult to design the optimal codebook which satisfies (13) [19] , [25] . Therefore, a direct yet reasonable method is to set the maximum number of effective codeword pairs to reduce training overhead under the condition of as few false paths as possible, i.e. sup C BS,k × C MS,k c = L max . For this purpose, if the number of the detected beam pairs is large than L max , we select the L max codeword pairs with higher power as effective codeword pairs, i.e.
where max {X, X } represents the operation of selecting the largest X elements from set X. The parallel HMBS based channel estimation method is summarized in Algorithm 1. For i = −C : C 22:
For j = −C : C 23:
26:
End 27:
End 28: End Output:Ĥ 1) ADAPTIVE TRAINING SCHEME Detection probability and false alarm probability in beam detection directly affect the performance of the proposed VOLUME 7, 2019 multi-beam search algorithm. Setting too high false alarm probability can improve detection probability, but increase the number of false paths and training overhead. Setting a lower false alarm probability will reduce the detection probability and lead to missing MPCs.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the path gain is a complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean and covariance σ 2 α . Thus, we have x
m,i,n,j represents the average received SNR given by
By normalization, we can obtain that |x
m,i,n,j + 1)σ 2 z ) obeys chi-square distribution. Given the detection threshold 0 , the instantaneous detection probability can be expressed as
Substituting (12) and (33) into (34), we have
where SNR = Pσ 2 α σ 2 n denotes the average SNR without matched filtering and beamforming. Therefore, in order to achieve the detection probability P fa and the false alarm probability P Dth , the training sequence length L S needs to satisfy (18) . Besides, the length of training sequence is related to average SNR and the beam gains C (k) BS,m,i and C (k) MS,n,j . Therefore, the optimal length of training sequence can be selected according to the average SNR and the number of codebook layers under the condition of satisfying the set detection performance.
2) BEAM TRAINING TIME OVERHEAD
According to the number of antennas and RFs in the BS and MS, the number of beam training stages required to estimate the MPCs of channel with angular resolution 2π N is
Ignoring the required feedback which is small, the total number of the maximum slot overhead in the multi-beam scanning mode is
which is rather smaller than traditional hierarchical beam search algorithm. In practical beam training, beam detection can reduce false codeword pairs and further reduce the total training overhead. In addition, since the length of training sequence is adaptive, the total training sequence overhead will be greatly reduced, which is compared with other methods in section V.
IV. HIERARCHICAL MULTI-RESOLUTION CODEBOOK DESIGN
The quality of a codebook is crucial to the performance of channel estimation algorithm. In this section, we first formulate the problem of training codebook design as a digital filter design problem. Then the codebook is obtained by the optimization method. In this section, we design a hierarchical multi-resolution codebook with the structure of Fig. 2 . The objective of optimal codebook design is to maximize the main lobe beam gain and approximate constant for each codeword under the condition of codebook coverage, while the side lobe gain is approximately zero. For codeword w (k,m,i) , the corresponding beam gain in direction θ is
Thus, the optimal codebook should satisfy the following conditions
where C (k,m,i) is a non-zero beam gain constant corresponding to codeword w (k,m,i) . Generally, codewords in each layer of codebook have the same beam gain constant, i.e. C (k,m,i) = C k . Unfortunately, as the number of antennas is limited, no codebook satisfies (39). To avoid this insoluble case, the beam patterns are allowed to have small fluctuations in different directions. Therefore, the optimal codebook design problem can be transformed into an optimization problem. For the desired beam coverage SA w (k,m,i) which can be set in advance, the optimization problem can be expressed as
Because of the continuous parameter ϑ, the problem is an optimization problem with infinite constraints. It is very complicated to solve it, so we will use the method of digital filter design to get the approximate solution.
Let ω = π θ, (38) can be rewritten as
which can be seen as Discrete-Time Fourier Transform (DTFT) of precoding vectors w (k,m,i) with angular frequency ω ∈ [−π, π]. Therefore, it inspires us to use the finite impulse response (FIR) optimal filter design method to obtain the optimal codebook. Moreover, we only need to design one original codeword for each layer of codebook, and other codewords in this layer can be obtained by angle rotation method. According to optimal codebook design criteria, the beam width of the k-th layer is BW k = π B k . Assuming that the desired beam gain of the k-th layer codebook is
where ω k is the transition band of the filter corresponding to the k-th layer of the codebook. In order to reduce the influence of channel direction selectivity on received signal phase, we need to design codebook with linear phase beam gain in different directions. As we known, linear phase FIR filters can be classified into four types. For convenience of discussion, we assume that the original codeword w k is symmetrical and the number of antennas N is even. Then, beam gain can be expressed as
where G k (e jω ) is amplitude response for beam gain g k (e jω ). The optimal linear phase FIR filter design problem can be formulated as a Chebyshev approximation problem. Defining a weighting function on the approximation error that enables the designer to choose the relative size of the error in different frequency bands
the weighted error of approximation is
where ω ∈ [0, π], δ p and δ s are passband ripple peak and stopband ripple peak, R is the ripple ratio. The Chebyshev approximation problem can be stated as finding the original codeword w k to minimum absolute value of E(e jω ) over the frequency bans in which the approximation is being performed, which may be stated mathematically as [36] E(e jω ) min = min
|E(e jω )|].
(46)
According to alternation theory, for the optimal linear phase FIR filter, the above problems have unique optimal solutions and the Remez exchange algorithm can be utilized [36] . As the number of antennas N has been determined, the filter performance is related to the transition bandwidth ω k and ripple ratio R. By adjusting these parameters, we can obtain the desired original generated codeword w k . After obtaining the original codewords of each layer in the codebook, all codewords of the full-digital codebook can be obtained by using beam rotation so as to avoid the separate design of each codeword and greatly reduce the complexity of codebook design. Since the frequency band of the generated original codewoed w k is ranging from 0 to BW k , the following Lemma 1 called beam rotation is needed for codebook generation. Lemma 1 [27] : Given the first codeword in the k-th layer w (k,1,1) , all the other codewords in the k-th layer can be obtained through rotating w (k,1,1) by rotation angle −1 + 2(n−1)B+2m−1 2 k , n = 1, · · · , 2 k−1 , m = 1, · · · , B, which can be expressed as
where • is the entry-wise product. We summary the full-digital codebook generation with the proposed optimal beam pattern synthesis algorithm as follows:
• Setting passband frequency, transition bandwidth and weighting of frequency points according to beam width,
• Utilizing Remez iterative algorithm to obtain generated original codeword w k ,
• Codebook codeword w (k,n,m) is obtained by Lemma 1.
After obtaining full-digital codebook, the remaining problem is the hybrid implementation of each full-digital codeword. For the hybrid structure, analog/digital precoder or analog/digital combiner should be designed to make it equivalent to a full-digital precoder or combiner. For example, we need to find the analog combining matrix W RF,(k,m) and the digital combining vector w BB,(k,m,n) such that w (k,m,n) = W RF,(k,m) w BB,(k,m,n) . As revealed in [37] (Theorem 1), for a full-digital codeword f opt , there exists F RF ∈ F RF = F RF [F RF ] i,j = e jω i,j , ω i,j ∈ [−π, π] and f BB such that f opt = F RF f BB , if and only if no less than two RFs are allowed, i.e. N RF ≥ 2. Besides, the corresponding solution was given in the proof of the Theorem 1. The analog precoding matrix and digital precoding vector is similar to be obtained. For multi-beam scanning at each layer, however, we need to find analog/digital precoding matrix or analog/digital combining matrix so that 3
where F RF is analog precoding matrix set in which the weights of each matrix are constrained by a constant modulus (CM). F opt = [f opt,1 , · · · , f opt,B ] is the desired precoding matrix in which the column vector of the matrix is the optimal precoding matrix obtained. This problem can be solved by the greedy geometric approach proposed in [33] . We would like refer the interested reader to [33] and [37] (the proof of Theorem 1) for how to obtain the hybrid implementation.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we provide numerical simulations to evaluate the designed hierarchical multi-resolution codebook and the corresponding hierarchical multi-beam search based channel estimation method. In the simulations, we adopt the hybrid analog/digital system, where BS and MS employ ULAs with N BS = M MS = 64 antennas and 2 RF chains. The element spacing of antenna array is half-wavelength. The carrier frequency of the system is 28 GHz and the bandwidth is 100MHz. The simulation results are obtained by averaging over the instantaneous results of 10 4 independent channel realizations.
A. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE OPTIMAL BEAM PATTERN SYNTHESIS CODEBOOK
In this subsection, we provide some simulations to illustrate the performance of the designed codebook. First, we compare the beam patterns and gains of several codebooks. And then, the success rate of beam alignment of several codebooks is compared in different channel environments. Since the fluctuation of the main lobe gain increases with the decrease of the transition bandwidth, the amplitude of main lobe ripple can be increased appropriately to obtain narrow transition band. The transition bandwidth and weight of the OBPS codebook design in this paper are shown in Table 1 . In Fig. 3 , we compare the beam pattern of the proposed OBPS codebook with that of the enhanced sub-arrays scheme proposed in [28] intuitively in different codebook layers. As shown in the figure, the two codebooks have approximately the same main-lobe gain, but the main-lobe gain of OBPS is smoother and near-constant. According to theorem 1 in [37] , as long as the RF number is no less than 2, the hybrid analog-digital precoding with the same beam pattern as that of the full-digital precoding can be obtained.
Although the beam gain has a small increase, the OBPS codebook will improve the accuracy of channel estimation for its smaller sidelobe gain and narrower transition band which will be clearly seen below. The reason is that the smaller sidelobe gain and transition bandwidth can reduce the interference between paths. Fig. 4 compares the beam gains of the first codeword in the first and the third layers of the four codebooks at different cosine angles, respectively. In the two layers of the different codebooks, the codewords in the OBPS codebook and the PS-DFT codebook [24] have flat main lobe gains, while codewords in the BMW-MS [26] codebook and the enhanced sub-arrays codebook have a large fluctuation in main lobe gains. Comparing the side-lobe gain, we can also find that codewords in OBPS codebook have the smallest side-lobe gains, followed by that of PS-DFT codebook, and codewords in the BMW-MS codeword have the largest side-lobe gains. Besides, transition bandwidth is an important performance index in codebook design. It can be seen from the figure that the transition bandwidth of OBPS codebook is the narrower than that of other codebooks except for PS-DFT codebook. Among them, enhanced sub-arrays codebook has the widest transition bandwidth because it allows slight overlap between beams.
Also, it can be seen from the comparison that the beam gain curve of the PS-DFT codebook is the closest to that of the optimal codebook. However, the design of the codebook requires 16 RF chains, which increases the hardware cost and the energy consumption, thus limiting its practical application. Although the proposed OBPS codebook is inferior to the PS-DFT codebook, it only requires two RF chains and is superior to the BMW-MS and the enhanced sub-arrays codebooks. Fig. 5 depicts the beam pattern of composite codewords at the first and the second layers of composite codebook under different RF chains and compares it with that of the OBPS codebook. In order to save cost and reduce energy consumption, we use hybrid analog-digital architecture with 2-bit RF phase shifters. As can be seen from the figure, too few RF chains will seriously affect the beam pattern of composite codewords. With the increase of RF number, the beam pattern of composite codeword is closer to OBPS codeword, and the same is true with the increase of codebook layer. When the number of RFs is 10, the beam pattern of composite codewords is close enough to that of OBPS codewords, and the performance of beamforming is not improved by increasing the number of RFs. In order to save the cost and reduce the energy consumption, the number of RFs is minimized while ensuring the performance of codebook. Fig. 7 depict the success rate of beam alignment in the traditional hierarchical beam search with BMW-SS, BMW-MS, PS-DFT and the proposed OBPS codebooks under NLOS channel and LOS channel scenarios, respectively. The channel model adopts the multipath spatial base expansion model described in (2) . For LOS channel, the path gain of the LOS path is 1 and the number of paths is L = 3, while the gains of NLOS paths are assumed to be independent complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean and covariance σ 2 α , i.e. α l ∼ CN (0, σ 2 α ). The power difference in dB between the LOS path and the NLOS paths defined as η = 10dB and η = 20dB are used for performance evaluation [25] . For NLOS channel, all path gains are assumed to be having the same distribution as that of NLOS path gains in LOS channel. The AoAs/AoDs are uniformly distributed in [0, 2π ] and resolvable in both channels. The training sequence length used by all methods is 1.
As shown in Fig. 6 , compared with BMW-SS and BMW-MS codebooks, the PS-DTF and the OBPS codebooks have an obvious improvement in the successful rate of beam alignment. In particular, when SNR is 5dB, the success probability of the last two codebooks is about 4% and 6% higher than that of the first two codebooks at η = 10 dB and η = 20 dB, respectively. The PS-DTF and the OBPS codebooks have similar beam alignment successful rate, which is consistent with analysis results in Fig 5. In addition, due to the higher the dominated path power, the success rate at η = 20 dB is higher than that at η = 10 dB. In Fig. 7 , we can see that the success rate of the PS-DFT and the OBPS codebooks are higher than that of the BMW-SS and the BMW-MS codebooks when the number of paths is 1 and 4 under NLOS condition. Especially, they have 5% success rate increases when SNR is 5dB. Obviously, because there is no interference between paths, the single path has a higher success rate. Note that the beam is considered to be aligned accurately as long as the beam is aligned correctly in arbitrary one path so that the success rate of all codebooks is approximately 1 when SNR is greater than 20 dB in the NLOS channel scenarios.
B. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE HIERARCHICAL MILTI-BEAM SEARCH BASED CHANNEL ESTIMATION
Next, we compare the performance of the proposed parallel HMBS method with the other alternatives in terms of the success rate of multipath search and the mean square error (MSE) of the channel estimation errors defined by MSE = E(||H −Ĥ|| 2 F )/(N BS M MS ), whereĤ is the estimated channel matrix. Following the measurement results from NYU, the channel is modeled as a Ricain channel with uniformly distributed AoAs/AoDs in [0, 2π ]. The Ricain K-factor is set to 13.2dB according to the measurement results in [38] . The involved methods include the hierarchical beam search (HIBS) method in [26] , the dynamic hierarchical beam search (DHBS) method in [29] , and the decomposition and recovery (MDR) method in [28] . The HIBS method, DHBS method, MDR method and the proposed HMBS method use the BMW-MS codebook, the dynamic hierarchical codebook, the enhanced sub-arrays codebook and the OPBS codebook in the simulation, respectively. The training sequence length used by all methods is 2 and the maximum number of effective codeword pairs is L max = L + 1, where L is the number of paths. As can be seen from the figure, the proposed HMBS method has the highest path search success rate. Table 2 illustrates the percentage increase in path search success rate of the proposed method over the other three methods under different number of paths when the SNR changes from -5dB to 10dB. In addition, all the methods have higher success rate in two path channels than that of three channel paths. This is because the more paths there are, the stronger the interference between paths is. When the SNR is greater than 15dB, the success rate of the proposed method can achieve 95% and 90% under the condition of 2 and 3 paths respectively, while the DHBS, MDR and HIBS methods can only reach 90%, 70%, 47% and 80%, 50% 30%, respectively. Under the condition of medium SNR, i.e. 0 to 10 dB, which is close to the actual communication environment, the proposed method also has more than 10% increase in success rate compared with other methods. In Fig. 9 , the channel estimation accuracy of several different methods is compared when the number of paths is 3. In the simulation, we find that utilizing large number of orthogonal bases do not achieve high accuracy improvement. Therefore, we set C = 2 for a proper performance tradeoff between channel estimation accuracy and training overhead. From the figure, we can find that the proposed HMBS method achieves the best performance. There are two main reasons. First, HMBS method has the highest path search success rate so that the AoA/AoD estimation of each path is more accurate. The results of path search success rate can be seen from Fig 8. Second, HMBS method uses multi-virtual path reconstruction, which greatly improves the estimation accuracy of path gain. In addition, the channel estimation accuracy of MDR method does not increase with the increase of SNR when SNR is higher than 0 dB. This is not consistent with the success rate of beam search. The reason is that although the success rate is improved, the accuracy of beam gain estimation is not improved, which is caused by error propagation.
In Fig 10, the channel path gain estimation methods leveraging multi-virtual path reconstruction and single path reconstruction are compared. The first subgraph depicts the path gain of the simulation channel, where the number of channel path is L = 3. The second subgraph is the channel path gain estimated by MDR method, the third is the channel path gain estimated by DHBS method and the fourth is the channel path gain estimated by HMBS method proposed in this paper. Among them, MDR method uses multi-virtual path reconstruction and compressed sensing method, HMBS only uses multi-virtual path reconstruction method, while DHBS method uses single-path reconstruction method. It can be seen from the figure that the channel estimation obtained by multi-path reconstruction method is closer to the simulation channel. As analyzed in subsection III, each path of the channel can be reconstructed by a set of orthogonal bases and their coefficients. The AoDs/DoAs obtained by beam training can be used to obtain the maximum coefficients for path gain estimation. If only this orthogonal basis is used to reconstruct the path, power leakage will occur. This phenomenon can be easily seen from the comparison in the figure.
C. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE HIERARCHICAL MILTI-BEAM SEARCH WITH ADAPTIVE LENGTH OF TRAINING SEQUENCE
In this section, we analyze the performance of adaptive HMBS channel estimation method using adaptive training sequence length. In the HMBS method, the effective beam pairs can be accurately acquired by utilizing the beam detection with shorter training sequence at high SNR so that the overhead can be greatly saved. This section compares the performance of two schemes with fixed length training sequence and adaptive training sequence length. When the fixed training length is used, the false alarm probability is set to be 0.7, which ensures a higher detection probability. When the length of adaptive training sequence is used, we calculate the appropriate false alarm probability according to the statistical characteristics of the assumed noise and channel gain. Fig. 11 depicts the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve which demonstrates the relationship between false alarm probability and detection probability under different SNR and different training sequence lengths. As can be seen from the figure, in order to improve the detection probability, it is necessary to set a higher false alarm probability at low SNR. With the fixed false alarm probability, increasing the length of training sequence can effectively improve the detection probability, especially at medium and high SNR. However, increasing the length of training sequence has limited improvement on detection probability at low SNR. In order to ensure a certain detection probability, it is necessary to increase false alarm probability. Since the maximum number of effective codeword pairs is determined beforehand in the method, the training overhead will not be greatly increased. Therefore, according to Fig. 11 , the appropriate false alarm probability can be set according to different SNR. With the increase of the number of codebook layers, the SNR after combining at MS will increase, which means that the received SNR is different at different codebook layers. According to the relationship between false alarm probability and detection probability at different SNR in Fig. 11 , we have studied the relationship between the length of training sequence and detection probability in different codebook layers when the SNR and false alarm probability are fixed, as shown in Fig. 12 . The training sequence of suitable sequence length can be used in different codebook layers according to detection probability. From the relationship graph, we can use different length training sequences in different codebook layers according to the set false alarm probability (guaranteed detection probability) under different conditions of SNR at the transmitter.
Through the analysis of Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 , we set the false alarm probability according to the SNR at transmitter and the length of training sequence to carry out the comparison simulation. The result is shown in Fig. 13 . In order to ensure the training overhead at low SNR, we set the maximum training length and the fixed training sequence length, i.e. 5. It can be seen from the figure that the training length adaptive scheme has the same beam alignment success rate as the fixed training sequence length scheme at low SNR. The success rate of the adaptive scheme decreases slightly at medium and high SNR. Compared with other methods, however, the proposed adaptive scheme has a higher success rate.
In order to show the advantages of adaptive training scheme, Fig. 14 describes the training overhead of adaptive scheme and fixed training length scheme at different SNR under different false alarm probability. It can be seen from the figure that under different false alarm probability, the adaptive training scheme can significantly reduce the training overhead when SNR is greater than 5dB. The reason is that the length of training sequence needed for accurate codeword pairs acquisition at high codebook layer is less than 5 at medium and high SNR, and the training sequence length of all codebook layers can be less than 5 at high SNR to obtain accurate MPCs. Therefore, the overhead of training sequence can be greatly reduced to adopt adaptive scheme at medium and high SNR, while the accuracy of channel estimation is guaranteed.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a parallel hierarchical multibeam search based channel estimation method for mmWave massive MIMO systems. This method has higher channel estimation accuracy because of eliminating error propagation caused by multipath components (MPCs) estimation. By using beam detection to set reasonable training sequence length according to different SNRs and codebook layers, the training overhead is significantly reduced, especially at medium and high SNR. Moreover, in order to further improve the channel estimation accuracy, an optimal beam pattern synthesis (OBPS) codebook has been proposed. Simulation results have demonstrated the superiorities of the designed OBPS codebook and the proposed beam search approach. Compared with the existing channel estimation methods, the proposed method can greatly improve the accuracy of channel estimation, and has less training overhead at medium and high SNR.
